LESSONS
OF HISTORY

Luden’s mines the past to rediscover the brand’s unique
sweet spot on the line between medicine and candy.

Luden’s was worried for many years of what might happen if the retail
bag format forsook its white heritage and took on flavor colors. The
redesign attempts to turn the white often associated with generic,
private label retail packaging into an even stronger equity. A final
tweak was reducing the size of the clear window and moving it to the
bottom, so the package always looks packed with product.

By Ron Romanik
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re Luden’s throat lozenges medicine? Not
exactly. Are they candy? No, not that, either.
The brand instead occupies a narrow category
niche that might be best described as “an everyday
remedy for occasional ‘throat-tickle’ relief.”
At retail, the growing domination of Halls and
Ricola had precipitated Luden’s recent recession
into the background and onto the bottom shelves.
The brand was essentially disappearing from consumer consciousness.
Though still a beloved brand with a deep history
(founded in 1879!) and loyal customers, its cough
drop boxes and bags were perceived as dated and
“old world.” The brand owners brought in The
Goldstein Group design firm, New York City, to
renew the brand while still retaining the past. After
the redesign, Prestige Brands (owner of the Chloraseptic brand) bought out the Luden’s by acquiring the previous owner, Blacksmith Brands.
A deep dive into the history of the brand, conducted by The Goldstein Group, revealed that
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Luden’s had two “heydays,” or periods of strong
growth—in the 1930s and 1950s. The lozenges
were a brand for the people, even supplied to
World War II troops as part of their rations.
Recent research indicated that consumers were
aware of Luden’s history, which was both a blessing
and a curse. Though there were many positive
associations with the brand, there was also a feeling that it was well past its prime.
Terri Goldstein, principal of The Goldstein
Group, had a different take on where Luden’s had
been and where it could go. She devised a strategy
to mine the past for successful brand and packaging elements that could elicit “memories of a time
gone by” in a way that would resonate authentically
with contemporary consumers unfamiliar to the
brand. As in the process of any package design
refresh, the design of each element was guided by
decisions about what to leave behind, what to
keep, and what to reinvent.

What to Leave Behind

BEFORE

The biggest thing that Luden’s left behind was the
unappetizing color on the carton of the “Original
Menthol” cough drop flavor. This was not a shocking move, as every other Luden’s SKU was dominated by white, but it did serve as a bellwether of
the brand’s significant break from the past.
Other design elements that got the ax: utilitarian design, stagnant type treatments, emotionless
presentation, poor flavor indicators, and the lozenge illustrations on the Original Menthol and
Honey Licorice packages.

What to Keep
One remarkable aspect of this project is how much
was not left behind. A quick glance at the front
panels of the new boxes reveals that every letter of
every word on the old Wild Cherry, Honey Lemon,
and Honey Licorice boxes was transferred to the
new package design. The sole exception in the carton line was the name change of the menthol variPACKAGEDESIGNMAG.COM
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“Uniquely Good!” is a completely
new design element, though
presented as authentically tied
to the past.
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The simplified top panel replaces
an unnecessarily overloaded, distracting design.
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The design trick was to create a
new logo that modern consumers
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Instead of reinventing the Luden’s
brand completely from ground up,
the brand owner and The
Goldstein Group felt that Luden’s
had established and nurtured a
number of very powerful marketing
and positioning messages. These
concepts include positive
associations such as “Soothes
Everyday,” “Quick Relief,” “Fresh
Breath,” and “Tested Prescription.”

would look at and say: “That’s the
Luden’s the way I remember it.”
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Three-dimensional digital renderings replace the illustrations to
reinvigorate the taste appeal.
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All of the old product descriptors
and benefit statements were transferred to the new packages.
The 1930s and 1950s
were two periods of
strong growth for
Luden’s. As this
moodboard shows,
the new Luden’s
package design draws
on design sensibilities
from those eras that
signal authenticity to
contemporary
consumers.
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ety from “Original Menthol” to “Cool Menthol.”
Goldstein also explains how keeping white as
the brand’s core identity was never in question.
When shoppers are looking for their brand at retail,
she says, “Color is always first, shapes are second,
symbols third, and words are last.” Another part of
the package that was kept was the wax paper inside
the box, which has long been an integral part of the
brand experience. Keeping the wax paper reinforces the authenticity of the product connects the
new design to the past.
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Luden’s finally realized it was time
to let go of the traditional menthol
box color and unify under white.
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Illustrations of lozenges were previously used because the company didn’t want to risk using a
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confusing representation of the
menthol flavor.

What to Reinvent
3

Goldstein explains that the redesign of the Luden’s
logo builds on the most relevant parts of the brand’s
heydays. The curve of the letters produces both
motion and emotion, and a white “halo” is suggested
by the framing, color-coded “underscore” that traces

A small illustration of the previous
package design helps ease loyal
customers into accepting that a
new formula did not accompany
the new design.

a white border around the bottom of the letters.
Goldstein was excited to have the opportunity
to reinvent the flavor “stories” on the packages. The
goal was to create extremely appetizing graphics
that hearkened back to an era of fountain soda
shops and dime-store candy shops. The quantity
identifiers were also updated with an old-school
sensibility, as the courier typewriter typeface suggests handmade, small-batch care.
The boldest new design element is the banner
announcing that Luden’s is “Uniquely Good!”
Along with the new green-leaf apostrophe in the
logo, Goldstein believes this pushes the brand’s
natural, “good-for-you” positioning.
Consumers may not immediately recognize the
changes. But that’s not a problem, according to
Goldstein. The real truth, he says, is a package “that
looks the way it always should have looked.” PD
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